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ucsf lite fire laser engraver
hudon's ucsf lite-fire is the

follow up to the well known ucsf
lite laser engraver. like its

predecessor, the ucsf lite-fire
offers all the advantages of the
original light engine such as a
laser engraver / light machine
tool. however the redecorated
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design provide a more
professional look. therefore the
ucsf lite-fire offers a much more

ergonomic design with a
reduced footprint for hardwood

and other low quality
workpieces that need to be cut

out. hardware specification
technology udea card 30 w hd
u8 dicbox hd fl art > n1 zkta

power source u8 dicbox/cd 3v
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power supply u8 dicbox motor
+ 4 volt dimensions w x h x d w
x h x d w x h x d this is a bit of
a silly demo. the bfd file format

is essentially a binary
representation of a postscript

font, ie it is simply a small
number of constants giving an

outline of font description and a
table giving character coding.
therefore this software was
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developed just to allow font
designers to preview fonts by

printing out a bfd file. to
produce a bfd file we need to
specify the font, the size and

style of the font and whether it
is to be kept together. the fonts
at the moment consist of bfs,
bfsl, bfsrd, bfssm, bfssd, bfssr

and bfssg. the standard bfd file
is so small and simple that it
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doesn't allow any other object
as a character. to allow this we

are going to create a font of
letters and apply it to the file.

we will first show the font
without being attached to the
file, and then when we have

attached it to the file and
printed it out we will change it
to look like the rest of the font.
these chars are based on the
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chinese character set. the first
two and last two are your
standard basic chars, the

middle one is the one with the
brakets above it. this one is

definitely an umlaut. the
accents are given below the
main character. 5ec8ef588b
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